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Streszczenie rozprawy doktorskiej w języku angielskim 

 

„I don’t want someone understand me completely. I want to go through life 

unrecognized”. The life and literary work of Pascal Mercier 
 

My dissertation deals with the work of the Swiss writer and the philosopher Pascal Mercier. 

The main goal of my dissertation is to conduct an analysis of his selected prose and philosophical 

works. His real name is Peter Bieri. In my work I try to prove the thesis, that his work is 

correspondence and complementary of philosophy and literature. I also want to draw attention to the 

importance of the author's work for contemporary man from the point of view of literary research. 

Pascal Mercier was born on June 23, 1944 in Bern, Switzerland. He is not only the creator of 

the best selling works of bestseller status, but also a respected professor of philosophy in Berlin. His 

works have been translated into many languages, have gained worldwide popularity and are a rich 

source of reflection on existential problems. They also reveal many complex and complicated issues 

such as freedom, dignity, determinism and the value of human life. 

In my work I analyse Pascal Mercier's selected works and his way of creating the reality. I will 

do it in two steps. In the first place, I deal with his philosophical treatises, which explore the influence 

they have on the author's literary output and the worldview of the characters he creates in his books. 

These are: Eine Art zu leben: Über die Vielfalt menschlicher Würde, Das Handwerk der Freiheit: 

Über die Entenecke des eigenen Willens and Wie wollen vir leben ? On the canvas of philosophy that 

is leading in the works of Peter Bieri, his fictional novels have hidden sense. The second stage is the 

interpretation of the author's prose works by means of symbols. They have an important role in 

understanding the message conveyed by his literary works. These include novel Nachtzug nach 

Lissabon, Der Klavierstimmer and the short story Lea. The symbols I have been used in this text are: 

train, travel, bridge, family, violin and piano. Seemingly obvious and straightforward of the 

composition gives the possibility of multidimensional and versatile interpretation. 

Peter Bieri's person can be consider in two levels: as a novelist and a philosopher. He is an 

author who has achieved the skill of combining these two fields for years. Therefore, the interpretation 

of his works can not be confined to one of them. It must be emphasized that his work constitutes an 

excellent quintessence of contemporary philosophical thought presented on the literary basis. My work 

is an attempt to supplement the existing literary gap with my own commentary. 


